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There is almost unanimous agreement among climate scientists and organizations – that is,
97% of over 10,000 climate scientists and the various scientiﬁc organizations engaged in
climate science research – that human beings have caused a dramatic increase in the
amount of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide released into Earth’s atmosphere
since the pre-industrial era and that this is driving the climate catastrophe that continues to
unfold. For the documentary evidence on this point see, for example, ‘Quantifying the
consensus on anthropogenic global warming in the scientiﬁc literature’, ‘Consensus on
consensus: a synthesis of consensus estimates on human-caused global warming’ and
‘Scientists Agree: Global Warming is Happening and Humans are the Primary Cause’.
However, there is no consensus regarding the timeframe in which this climate catastrophe
will cause human extinction. This lack of consensus is primarily due to the global elite
controlling the public perception of this timeframe with frequent talk of ‘the end of the
century’ designed to allow ongoing proﬁt maximization through ‘business as usual’ for as
long as possible. Why has this happened?
When evidence of the climate catastrophe (including the pivotal role of burning fossil fuels)
became incontrovertible, which meant that the fossil fuel industry’s long-standing eﬀorts to
prevent action on the climate catastrophe had ﬁnally ended, the industry shifted its focus to
arguing that the timeframe, which it presented as ‘end of the century’, meant that we could
defer action (and thus proﬁt-maximization through business as usual could continue
indeﬁnitely). Consequently, like the tobacco, sugar and junk food industries, the fossil fuel
industry has employed a range of tactics to deﬂect attention from their primary
responsibility for a problem and to delay action on it.
These well-worn tactics include suggesting that the research is incomplete and more
research needs to be done, funding ‘research’ to come up with ‘evidence’ to counter the
climate science, employing scholars to present this ‘research’, discrediting honest climate
scientists, inﬁltrating regulatory bodies to water down (or reverse) decisions and
recommendations that would adversely impact proﬁts, setting up ‘concerned’ groups to act
as ‘fronts’ for the industry, making generous political donations to individuals and political
parties as well as employing lobbyists.
As a result of its enormous power too, the global elite has been able to control much of the
funding available for climate science research and a great deal of the information about it
that is made widely available to the public, particularly through its corporate media. For this
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reason, the elite wields enormous power to shape the dialogue in relation to both the
climate science and the timeframe.
Therefore, and despite the overwhelming consensus noted above, many climate scientists
are reluctant to be fully truthful about the state of the world’s climate or they are just
conservative in their assessments of the climate catastrophe. For example, eminent climate
scientist Professor James Hansen referred to ‘scientiﬁc reticence’ in his article ‘Scientiﬁc
reticence and sea level rise’, scientists might be conservative in their research – for
example, dependence upon historical records leads to missing about one-ﬁfth of global
warming since the 1860s as explained in ‘Reconciled climate response estimates from
climate models and the energy budget of Earth’ – and, in some cases, governments muzzle
scientists outright. See ‘Scientist silencing continues for federally-funded research’. But
many of the forces working against full exposure of the truth are explained in Professor Guy
McPherson’s article ‘Climate-Change Summary and Update’.
However, in contrast to the elite-managed mainstream narrative regarding the climate
timeframe, there is a group of courageous and prominent climate scientists who oﬀer
compelling climate science evidence that human beings, along with millions of other
species, will be extinct by 2026 (and perhaps as early as 2021) in response to a projected
10 degree celsius increase in global temperatures above the pre-industrial level by that
date. See ‘Will humans be extinct by 2026?’
Before outlining the essence of this article, it is worth noting that the website on which it is
posted is ‘Arctic News’ and the editors of this site post vital articles on the world’s climate
by highly prominent climate scientists, such as Professor Peter Wadhams (Emeritus
Professor of Polar Ocean Physics at Cambridge University and author of A Farewell to Ice: A
Report from the Arctic), Dr Andrew Glikson (an Earth and paleoclimate scientist who is a
visiting fellow at the Australian National University), Professor Guy McPherson who has
written extensively and lectures all over the world on the subject, and ‘Sam Carana’, the
pseudonym used by a group of climate scientists concerned to avoid too many adverse
impacts on their research, careers and funding by declaring themselves publicly but
nevertheless committed to making the truth available for those who seek it.
So, in a few brief points, let me summarize the evidence and argument outlined in the
article ‘Will humans be extinct by 2026?’
The Climate Science of Destruction of the Biosphere
In the Arctic, there is a vast amount of carbon stored in soils that are now still largely frozen;
this frozen soil is called permafrost. But as Arctic temperatures continue to rise and the
permafrost thaws, in response to the warming that has occurred already (and is ongoing) by
burning fossil fuels and farming animals for human consumption, much of this carbon will be
converted into carbon dioxide or methane and released into the atmosphere. There is also a
vast amount of methane – in the form of methane hydrates and free gas – stored in
sediments under the Arctic Ocean seaﬂoor. As temperatures rise, these sediments are being
destabilized and will soon result in massive eruptions of methane from the ocean ﬂoor. ‘Due
to the abrupt character of such releases and the fact that many seas in the Arctic Ocean are
shallow, much of the methane will then enter the atmosphere without getting broken down
in the water.’
Adversely impacting this circumstance is that the sea ice continues to retreat as the polar
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ice cap melts in response to the ongoing temperature increases. Because sea ice reﬂects
sunlight back into Space, as the ice retreats more sunlight hits the (dark-colored) ocean
(which absorbs the sunlight) and warms the ocean even more. This causes even more ice
melt in what becomes an ongoing self-reinforcing feedback loop that ultimately impacts
worldwide, such as triggering huge ﬁrestorms in forests and peatlands in North America and
Russia.
More importantly, however, without sea ice, storms develop more easily and because they
mix warm surface waters with the colder water at the bottom of shallow seas, reaching
cracks in sediments ﬁlled with ice which acts as a glue holding the sediment together, the
ice melt destabilizes the sediments, which are vulnerable to even small diﬀerences in
temperature and pressure that are triggered by earthquakes, undersea landslides or
changes in ocean currents.
As a result, huge amounts of methane can erupt from the seaﬂoor of the Arctic Ocean and
once this occurs, it will further raise temperatures, especially over the Arctic, thus acting as
another self-reinforcing feedback loop that again makes the situation even worse in the
Arctic, with higher temperatures causing even further methane releases, contributing to the
vicious cycle that precipitates ‘runaway global warming’.
‘These developments can take place at such a speed that adaptation will be
futile. More extreme weather events can hit the same area with a succession of
droughts, cold snaps, ﬂoods, heat waves and wildﬁres that follow each other
up rapidly. Within just one decade [from 2016], the combined impact of
extreme weather, falls in soil quality and air quality, habitat loss and shortages
of food, water, shelter and just about all the basic things needed to sustain life
can threaten most, if not all life on Earth with extinction.’
The article goes on to outline how the 10 degree increase (above the pre-industrial level) by
2026 is likely to occur. It will involve further carbon dioxide and methane releases from
human activity (particularly driving cars and other vehicles, ﬂying in aircraft and eating
animal products, as well as military violence), ongoing reduction of snow and ice cover
around the world (thus reﬂecting less sunlight back into Space), an increase in the amount
of water vapor (a greenhouse gas) in the atmosphere, a falling away of ‘aerosol masking’
(which has helped reduce the impact of emissions so far) as emissions decline, as well as
methane eruptions from the ocean ﬂoor. If you would like to read more about this and see
the graphs and substantial documentation, you can do so in the article cited above: ‘Will
humans be extinct by 2026?’
The Ecology of Destruction of the Biosphere
Not that these scientists, who focus on the climate, discuss it but there are other human
activities adversely impacting Earth’s biosphere which also threaten near-term extinction for
humans, particularly given their synergistic impacts.
For example, recent research has drawn attention to the fact that the ‘alarming loss of
insects will likely take down humanity before global warming hits maximum velocity…. The
worldwide loss of insects is simply staggering with some reports of 75% up to 90%,
happening much faster than the paleoclimate record rate of the past ﬁve major extinction
events’. Without insects ‘burrowing, forming new soil, aerating soil, pollinating food crops…’
and providing food for many bird species, the biosphere simply collapses. See ‘Insect
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Decimation Upstages Global Warming’.
Moreover, apart from ongoing destruction of other vital components of Earth’s life support
system such as the rainforests – currently being destroyed at the rate of 80,000 acres each
day: see ‘Measuring the Daily Destruction of the World’s Rainforests’ – and oceans – see
‘The state of our oceans in 2018 (It’s not looking good!)’ – which is generating an extinction
rate of 200 species (plants, birds, animals, ﬁsh, amphibians, insects and reptiles) each day
with another 26,000 species already identiﬁed as ‘under threat’ – see ‘Red list research
ﬁnds 26,000 global species under extinction threat’ – some prominent scholars have
explained how even these ﬁgures mask a vital component of the rapidly accelerating
catastrophe of species extinctions: the demise of local populations of a species. See
‘Biological annihilation via the ongoing sixth mass extinction signaled by vertebrate
population losses and declines’.
In addition, relying on our ignorance and our complicity, elites kill vast areas of Earth’s
biosphere through war and other military violence – see, for example, the Toxic Remnants of
War Project and the ﬁlm ‘Scarred Lands & Wounded Lives’ – subject it to uncontrolled
releases of radioactive contamination – see ‘Fukushima Radiation Has Contaminated The
Entire Paciﬁc Ocean – And It’s Going To Get Worse’ – and use geoengineering to wage war
on Earth’s climate, environment and ultimately ourselves. See, for example, ‘Engineered
Climate Cataclysm: Hurricane Harvey’ and ‘The Ultimate Weapon of Mass Destruction:
“Owning the Weather” for Military Use’.
Separately from all of this, we live under the unending threat of nuclear war.
This is because insane political and corporate elites are still authorizing and manufacturing
more of these highly proﬁtable weapons rather than dismantling them all (as well as
conventional weapons) and redirecting the vast resources devoted to ongoing military killing
(US$1.7 trillion annually: see ‘Global military spending remains high at $1.7 trillion’) to
environmental restoration and programs of social uplift.
By the way, if you think the risk of nuclear war can be ignored, you might ﬁnd this recent
observation sobering. In a review of (former US nuclear war planner) Daniel Ellsberg’s recent
book The Doomsday Machine: Confessions of a Nuclear War Planner, Earth and paleoclimate
scientist Dr Andrew Glikson summarized the book as follows: ‘This, then, is the doomsday
machine. Not simply the existence of ﬁssion weapons or unspeakably destructive hydrogen
bombs, but the whole network rigged together: thousands of them on hair-trigger alert,
command and control equipment built in the 1970s and ’80s, millions of lines of antique
code sitting on reels of magnetic tape or shuﬄed around on ﬂoppy discs even now. An
architecture tended by fallible and deeply institutionalized human beings.’ See ‘Two Minutes
To Mid-Night: The Global Nuclear Suicide Machine’.
So, irrespective of whether elites or their agents or even we acknowledge it, Earth’s
biosphere is under siege on many fronts and, very soon now, Earth will not support life. Any
honest news source routinely reports one or another aspect of the way in which humans are
destroying the Earth and perhaps suggests courses of action to respond powerfully to it.
This, of course, does not include the insane global elite’s corporate media, which functions
to distract us from any semblance of the truth.
How did all this happen?
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How did human beings end up in a situation that human extinction is likely to occur within
eight years (even assuming we can avert nuclear war)? And is there any prospect of doing
enough about it now to avert this extinction?
To answer the ﬁrst question brieﬂy: We arrived at this juncture in our history because of a
long sequence of decisions, essentially made by elites to expand their proﬁt, power and
privilege, and which they then imposed on us and which we did not resist powerfully
enough. For a fuller explanation, see ‘Strategy and Conscience: Subverting Elite Power So
We End Human Violence’.
In any case, the key questions now are simply these: Is it too late to avert our own
extinction? And, if not, what must we do?
Well, I am not going to dwell on it but some scientists believe it is too late: we have already
passed the point of no return. Professor Guy McPherson is one of these scientists, with a
comprehensive explanation and a great deal of evidence to support it in his long and heavily
documented article ‘Climate-Change Summary and Update’.
So, the fundamental question is this: If we assume (highly problematically I acknowledge)
that it is possible to avert our own extinction by 2026, what must we do?
Because we need to address, in a strategic manner, the interrelated underlying causes that
are driving the rush to extinction, let me ﬁrst identify one important symptom of these
underlying causes and then the underlying structural and behavioral causes themselves.
Finally, let me invite your participation in (one or more aspects of) a comprehensive
strategy designed to address all of this.
As in the past, at least initially, the vast bulk of the human population is not going to
respond to this crisis in any way. We need to be aware of this but not let it get in our way.
There is a straightforward explanation for it.
Fear or, far more accurately, unconscious terror will ensure that the bulk of the human
population will not investigate or seriously consider the scientiﬁc evidence in relation to the
ongoing climate catastrophe, despite its implications for them personally and humanity
generally (not to mention other species and the biosphere). Moreover, given that climate
science is not an easy subject with which to grapple, elite control of most media in relation
to it (including, most of the time, by simply excluding mention of key learning from the
climate scientists) ensures that public awareness, while reasonably high, is not matched by
knowledge, which is negligible.
As a result, most people will fearfully, unintelligently and powerlessly accept the delusions,
distractions and denial that are promulgated by the insane global elite through its various
propaganda channels including the corporate media, public relations and entertainment
industries, as well as educational institutions. This propaganda always includes the implicit
message that people can’t (and shouldn’t) do anything in response to the climate
catastrophe (invariably and inaccurately, benignly described as ‘climate change’).
A primary way in which the corporate media reports the issue but frames it for a powerless
response is to simply distribute ‘news’ about each climate-related event without connecting
it either with other climate-related events or even mentioning it as yet another symptom of
the climate catastrophe. Even if they do mention these connections, they reliably mention
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distant dates for phenomena like ‘heatwaves’ repeating themselves and an overall ‘end of
century’ timeframe to preclude the likelihood that any sense of urgency will arise.
The net outcome of all this, as I stated above, is that the bulk of the human population will
not respond to the crisis in the short term (as it hasn’t so far) with most of what limited
response there is conﬁned to powerlessly lobbying elite-controlled governments.
However, as long as you consider responding – and by responding, I mean responding
strategically – and then do respond, you become a powerful agent of change, including by
recruiting others through your example.
But before I present the strategy, let me identify the major structural and behavioral causes
that are driving the climate catastrophe and destruction of the biosphere, and explain why
some key elements of this strategy are focused on tackling these underlying causes.
The Political Economy of Destruction of the Biosphere
The global elite ensures that it has political control of the biosphere as well as Space by
using various systems, structures and processes that it largely created (over the past few
centuries) and now controls, including the major institutions of governance in the world such
as national governments and key international organizations like the United Nations. For
further information, see ‘Strategy and Conscience: Subverting Elite Power So We End
Human Violence’.
It does this, for example, so that it can economically utilize, via the exploitative mechanisms
of capitalism and its corporations (which the elite also created), domains of the biosphere
rich in resources, particularly fossil fuels, strategic minerals and fresh water. The elite will
use any means – including psychological manipulation, propaganda issued by its corporate
media, national educational institutions, legal systems and extraordinary military violence –
to achieve this outcome whatever the cost to life on Earth. See ‘Proﬁt Maximization Is Easy:
Invest In Violence’.
In short, the global elite is so insane that its members believe that killing and exploiting
fellow human beings and destroying the biosphere are simply good ways to make a proﬁt.
Of course, they do not perceive us as fellow human beings; they perceive and treat us as a
great deal less. This is why, for example, the elite routinely uses its military forces to attack
impoverished and militarily primitive countries so that they can steal their resources. See
‘The Global Elite is Insane Revisited’.
But they are happy to steal from those of us living in western economies too, with Professor
Barbara G. Ellis issuing the latest warning about yet another way this could easily happen.
See ‘Depositors – Not Taxpayers – Will Take the Hit for the Next “2008” Crash Because
Major Banks May Use the “Bail-In” System’.
Anyway, because of elite control of governments, it is a waste of time lobbying politicians if
we want action on virtually all issues that concern us, particularly the ‘big issues’ that
threaten extinction, such as the climate catastrophe, environmental destruction and war
(especially the threat of nuclear war). While in very limited (and usually social) contexts
(such as issues in relation to the right of women to abortions or rights for the LGBTQIA
communities), when it doesn’t signiﬁcantly adversely impact elite priorities, gains are
sometimes made (at least temporarily) by mobilizing suﬃcient people to pressure
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politicians. This has two beneﬁcial outcomes for elites: it keeps many people busy on
‘secondary issues’ (from the elite perspective) that do not impact elite proﬁt, power and
privilege; and it reinforces the delusion that democracy ‘works’.
However, in the contexts that directly impact elite concerns (such as their unbridled
exploitation of the biosphere for proﬁt), politicians serve their elite masters, even to the
extent that any laws that might appear to have been designed to impede elite excesses
(such as pollution generated by their activities) are readily ignored if necessary, with legal
penalties too insigniﬁcant to deter phenomenally wealthy corporations. See ‘The Rule of
Law: Unjust and Violent’.
Of course, if any government does not obey elite directives, it is overthrown. Just ask any
independently-minded government over the past century. For a list of governments
overthrown by the global elite using its military and ‘intelligence’ agencies since World War
II, see William Blum’s book Killing Hope: U.S. Military and CIA Interventions Since World War
II or, for just the list, see ‘Overthrowing other people’s governments: The Master List’.
How does the elite maintain this control over political, economic, military, legal and social
structures and processes?
The Sociology of Destruction of the Biosphere
As explained in the literature on the sociology of knowledge, reality is socially constructed.
See the classic work The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of
Knowledge. That is, if an individual is born or introduced into a society in which particular
institutions are in control and behaviors such as chronic over-consumption, unlimited proﬁtmaking, rampant exploitation of the environment and grotesque violence against (at least
some) people are practiced, then the typical individual will accept the existence of these
institutions and adopt the behaviors of the people around them even though the institutions
and behaviors are dysfunctional and violent.
But while the sociology of knowledge literature recognizes that children ‘must be “taught to
behave” and, once taught, must be “kept in line”’ to maintain the institutional order, this
literature clearly has no understanding of the nature and extent of the violence to which
each child is actually subjected in order to achieve the desired ‘socialization’. This
terrorization, as I label it, is so comprehensive that the typical child quickly becomes
incapable of using their own intellectual and emotional capacities, including conscience and
courage, to actually evaluate any institution or behavior before accepting/adopting it
themselves. Obviously then, they quickly become too terriﬁed to overtly challenge
dysfunctional institutions and behaviors as well.
Moreover, as a result of this ongoing terrorization, inﬂicted by the signiﬁcant adults (and
particularly the parents) in the child’s life, the child soon becomes too (unconsciously) afraid
to resist the behavioral violence that is inﬂicted on them personally in many forms, as
outlined brieﬂy in the next section, so that they are ‘taught to behave’ and are ‘kept in line’.
In response to elite-driven imperatives then, such as ‘you are what you own’ to encourage
very proﬁtable over-consumption, most people are delusionarily ‘happy’ while utterly
trapped behaving exactly as elites manipulate them – they are devoid of the psychological
capacity to critique and resist – and the elite-preferred behavior quickly acquires the status
of being ‘the only and the right way to behave’, irrespective of its dysfunctionality.
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In essence: virtually all humans fearfully adopt dysfunctional social behaviors such as overconsumption and proﬁt-making at the expense of the biosphere, rather than intelligently,
conscientiously and courageously analyzing the total situation (including the moral and
ecological dimensions of it) and behaving appropriately in the context.
Given the pervasiveness and power of elite institutions, ranging from those mentioned
above to the corporate media and psychiatry – see ‘Defeating the Violence of Psychiatry’ –
resistance to violent socialization (of both children and adults) requires considerable
awareness, not to mention courage.
And so our fear makes virtually all of us succumb to the socialization pressure (that is,
violence) to accept existing institutions and participate in widespread social behaviors (such
as over-consumption) that are dysfunctional and violent.
The Psychology of Destruction of the Biosphere
This happens because each child, from birth, is terrorized (again: what we like to call
‘socialized’) until they become a slave willing to work and, in industrialized countries at
least, to over-consume as directed.
Under an unrelenting regime of ‘visible’, ‘invisible’ and ‘utterly invisible’ violence, each child
unconsciously surrenders their search in pursuit of their own unique and powerful destiny
and succumbs to the obedience that every adult demands. Why do adults demand this?
Because the idea of a powerful child who courageously follows their own Self-will terriﬁes
adults. So how does this happen?
Unfortunately, far too easily and, strange though it may seem, it is not just the ‘visible’
violence (such as hitting, screaming at and sexually abusing) that we normally label
‘violence’ that causes the main damage, although this is extremely damaging. The largest
component of damage arises from the ‘invisible’ and ‘utterly invisible’ violence that we
adults unconsciously inﬂict on children during the ordinary course of the day. Tragically, the
bulk of this violence occurs in the family home and at school. See ‘Why Violence?’ and
‘Fearless Psychology and Fearful Psychology: Principles and Practice’.
So what is ‘invisible’ violence? It is the ‘little things’ we do every day, partly because we are
just ‘too busy’. For example, when we do not allow time to listen to, and value, a child’s
thoughts and feelings, the child learns to not listen to themSelf thus destroying their internal
communication system. When we do not let a child say what they want (or ignore them
when they do), the child develops communication and behavioral dysfunctionalities as they
keep trying to meet their own needs (which, as a basic survival strategy, they are
genetically programmed to do).
When we blame, condemn, insult, mock, embarrass, shame, humiliate, taunt, goad, guilttrip, deceive, lie to, bribe, blackmail, moralize with and/or judge a child, we both undermine
their sense of Self-worth and teach them to blame, condemn, insult, mock, embarrass,
shame, humiliate, taunt, goad, guilt-trip, deceive, lie, bribe, blackmail, moralize and/or
judge.
The fundamental outcome of being bombarded throughout their childhood by this ‘invisible’
violence is that the child is utterly overwhelmed by feelings of fear, pain, anger and sadness
(among many others). However, mothers, fathers, teachers, religious ﬁgures and other
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adults also actively interfere with the expression of these feelings and the behavioral
responses that are naturally generated by them and it is this ‘utterly invisible’ violence that
explains why the dysfunctional behavioral outcomes actually occur.
For example, by ignoring a child when they express their feelings, by comforting, reassuring
or distracting a child when they express their feelings, by laughing at or ridiculing their
feelings, by terrorizing a child into not expressing their feelings (for instance, by screaming
at them when they cry or get angry), and/or by violently controlling a behavior that is
generated by their feelings (for example, by hitting them, restraining them or locking them
into a room), the child has no choice but to unconsciously suppress their awareness of these
feelings.
However, once a child has been terrorized into suppressing their awareness of their feelings
(rather than being allowed to have their feelings and to act on them) the child has also
unconsciously suppressed their awareness of the reality that caused these feelings. This has
many outcomes that are disastrous for the individual, for society and for the biosphere
because the individual will now easily suppress their awareness of the feelings that would
tell them how to act most functionally in any given circumstance and they will progressively
acquire a phenomenal variety of dysfunctional behaviors, including some that are violent
towards themself, others and/or the Earth.
Moreover, terrorizing the child has many ﬂow-on eﬀects. For example, once you terrorise a
child into accepting certain information about themself, other people or the state of the
world, the child becomes unconsciously fearful of dealing with new information, especially if
this information is contradictory to what they have been terrorized into believing. As a
result, the child will unconsciously dismiss new information out of hand.
In short, the child has been terrorized in such a way that they are no longer capable of
learning (or their learning capacity is seriously diminished by excluding any information that
is not a simple extension of what they already ‘know’). This is one important explanation
why some people are ‘climate deniers’ and most others do nothing in response to the
climate catastrophe. See ‘The Psychology of Denial’.
Consequently, under this onslaught of terror and violence, the child surrenders their own
unique Self and takes on their socially constructed delusional identity which gives them
relief from being terrorized while securing the approval they crave to survive.
So if we want to end violence against the biosphere, we must tackle this fundamental cause.
Primarily, this means giving everyone, child and adult alike, all of the space they need to
feel, deeply, what they want to do, and to then let them do it (or to have the emotional
responses they naturally have if they are prevented from doing so).
For some insight into the critical role that school plays in reducing virtually all children to
wage slaves for employment in some menial or ‘professional’ role or as ‘cannon fodder’ for
the military, while stripping them of the capacity to ask penetrating questions about the
very nature of society and their own role in it, see ‘Do We Want School or Education?’
In summary, given that human society is so dysfunctional, beginning with the fact that
human beings do not know how to parent or educate their children to nurture their unique
and extraordinary potential, humans face a monumental challenge, in an incredibly short
timeframe, to have any chance of survival.
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And we are going to have to ﬁx a lot more things than just our destruction of the biosphere
if we are to succeed, given that ecologically destructive behavior and institutions have their
origin in dysfunctional psychology, societies and political economy.
To reiterate however, it is our (often unconscious) fear that underpins every problem.
Whether it is the fear getting in the way of our capacity to intelligently analyze the various
structures and behaviors that generate the interrelated crises in which we now ﬁnd
ourselves or the fear undermining our courage to act powerfully in response to these crises,
acknowledging and dealing with our fear is the core of any strategy for survival.
So what’s the plan?
Let’s start with you. If you consider the evidence in relation to destruction of our biosphere,
essentially one of two things will happen. Either you will be powerful enough, both
emotionally and intellectually, to grapple with this evidence and you will take strategic
action that has ongoing positive impact on the crisis or your (unconscious) fear will simply
use one of its lifelong mechanisms to remove awareness of what you have just read from
your mind or otherwise delude you, such as by making you believe you are powerless to act
diﬀerently or that you are ‘doing enough already’. This immobilizing fear, whether or not
you experience it consciously, is a primary outcome of the terrorization to which you were
subjected as a child.
So, if you sense that improving your own functionality – so that you can fully access your
emotional responses, conscience and courage – is a priority, try ‘Putting Feelings First’.
If you already feel able to act powerfully in response to this multi-faceted crisis, in a way
that will have strategic impact, you are invited to consider joining those participating in ‘The
Flame Tree Project to Save Life on Earth’, which outlines a simple plan for people to
systematically reduce their consumption, by at least 80%, involving both energy and
resources of every kind – water, household energy, transport fuels, metals, meat, paper and
plastic – while dramatically expanding their individual and community self-reliance in 16
areas, so that all environmental concerns are eﬀectively addressed. You might also consider
signing the online pledge of ‘The People’s Charter to Create a Nonviolent World’.
If you are interested in nurturing children to live by their conscience and to gain the courage
necessary to resist elite violence fearlessly, while living sustainably despite the entreaties of
capitalism to over-consume, then you are welcome to make ‘My Promise to Children’. To
reiterate: capitalism and other dysfunctional political, economic, military, legal and social
structures only thrive because our dysfunctional parenting robs children of their conscience
and courage, among many other qualities, while actively teaching them to over-consume as
compensation for having vital emotional needs denied. See ‘Love Denied: The Psychology of
Materialism, Violence and War’.
If you are interested in conducting or participating in a campaign to halt our destruction of
the biosphere (or any other manifestation of violence for that matter) you are welcome to
consider acting strategically in the way that the extraordinary activist Mohandas K. Gandhi
did. Whether you are engaged in a peace, climate, environment or social justice campaign,
the 12-point strategic framework and principles are the same. See Nonviolent Campaign
Strategy.
The two strategic aims and a core list of strategic goals to end war and to end the climate
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catastrophe, for example, are identiﬁed in ‘Campaign Strategic Aims’ and, using these
examples, it is a straightforward task to identify an appropriate set of strategic goals for
your local environment campaign. As an aside, the strategic framework to defend against a
foreign invading power or a political/military coup, to liberate your country from a
dictatorship or a foreign occupation, or to defeat a genocidal assault is explained in
‘Nonviolent Defense/Liberation Strategy’.
If you would like a straightforward explanation of ‘Nonviolent Action: Why and How it Works’
and an introduction to what it means to think strategically, try reading about the diﬀerence
between ‘The Political Objective and Strategic Goal of Nonviolent Actions’.
If you anticipate violent repression by a ruthless opponent, consider planning and
implementing any nonviolent action according to the explanation in ‘Nonviolent Action:
Minimizing the Risk of Violent Repression’.
Finally, if you are going to do nothing in response to this crisis, make it a conscious decision
to do nothing. This is far preferable to unconsciously and powerlessly doing nothing by
never even considering the evidence or by simply deluding yourself. It also allows you to
consciously revise your decision at some point in future if you so wish.
Conclusion
The evidence in relation to destruction of the Earth’s biosphere, leading to ongoing and
rapid degradation of all ecosystems and their services, is readily available and
overwhelming. The many and varied forms of destruction are having synergistic impact. An
insigniﬁcant amount of the vast evidence in relation to this destruction is sampled above.
There is a notable group of prominent climate scientists who present compelling evidence
that human extinction will occur by 2026 as a result of a projected 10 degree celsius
increase in global temperatures above the pre-industrial level by this date. The primary
document for this is noted above and this document, together with the evidence it cites, is
readily available to be read and analyzed by anyone.
Largely separately from the climate catastrophe (although now increasingly complicated by
it), Earth’s sixth mass extinction is already advancing rapidly as we destroy habitat and, on
our current trajectory, all species will soon enter the fossil record.
Why? Because we live in a world in which the political, economic, military, legal and social
structures and processes of human society are utterly incapable of producing either
functional human beings or governance mechanisms that take into account, and respect,
the ecological realities of Earth’s biosphere.
So, to reiterate: We are on the fast-track to extinction. On the current trajectory, assuming
we can avert nuclear war, some time between 2021 and 2026 the last human will take their
ﬁnal breath.
Our only prospect of survival, and it still has only a remote chance of succeeding, is that a
great number of us respond powerfully now and keep mobilizing more people to do so.
If you do absolutely nothing else, consider rearranging your life to exclude all meat from
your diet, stop traveling by car and aircraft, substantially reduce your water consumption by
scaling down your ownership of electronic devices (which require massive amounts of water
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to manufacture), and only eat biodynamically or organically grown whole food.
And tell people why you are doing so.
This might give those of us who ﬁght strategically, which can include you if you so choose, a
little more time to overturn the structural and remaining behavioral drivers of extinction
which will require a profound change in the very nature of human society, including all of its
major political, economic, military, legal and social institutions and processes (most of which
will need to be abolished).
If this sounds ‘radical’, remember that they are about to vanish anyway. Our strategy must
be to replace them with functional equivalents, all of which are readily available (with some
brieﬂy outlined in the various documents mentioned in the plan above).
‘It won’t happen’, you might say? And, to be candid, I sincerely believe that you are highly
probably right. I have spent a lifetime observing, analyzing, writing about and acting to heal
dysfunctional and violent human behavior and, for that reason, I am not going to delude
myself that anything less than what I have outlined above will achieve the outcome that I
seek: to avert human extinction. But I am realistic.
The insane individuals who control the institutions that are driving extinction will never act
to avert it. If they were sane enough to do so, they would have been directing and
coordinating these institutions in taking action for the past 40 years. This is why we must
resist them strategically. Moreover, I am only too well aware that the bulk of the human
population has been terrorized into powerlessness and won’t even act. But our best chance
lies in oﬀering them our personal example, and giving them simple and various options for
responding eﬀectively.
It is going to be a tough ﬁght for human survival, particularly this late in the ‘game’.
Nevertheless, I intend to ﬁght until my last breath. I hope that you will too.
*
Robert J. Burrowes has a lifetime commitment to understanding and ending human violence.
He has done extensive research since 1966 in an eﬀort to understand why human beings
are violent and has been a nonviolent activist since 1981. He is the author of ‘Why
Violence?’ His email address is ﬂametree@riseup.net and his website is here. He is a
frequent contributor to Global Research.
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